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ABSTRACT

Users find it hard to delete unimportant personal
information which often results in cluttered workspaces.
We present a full design cycle for GrayArea, a novel
interface that allows users to demote unimportant files by
dragging them to a gray area at the bottom of their file
folders. Demotion is an intermediate option between
keeping and deleting. It combines the advantages of
deletion (unimportant files don‟t compete for attention) and
keeping (files are retrieved in their folder context). We
developed the GrayArea working prototype using thorough
iterative design. We evaluated it by asking 96 participants
to „clean‟ two folders with, and without, GrayArea. Using
GrayArea reduced folder clutter by 13%. Further, 81% of
participants found it easier to demote than delete files, and
most indicated they would use GrayArea if provided in
their operating systems. The results provide strong evidence
for the demotion principle suggested by the user-subjective
approach.
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important, but have since lost their relevancy. Yet others
were kept for anticipated future retrieval which never
occurred [1, 13, 20, 29].
Jones [20] claims that the decision whether “to keep or not
to keep” information for future usage is prone to two types
of costly mistakes: First information not kept is unavailable
when it is needed later. On the other hand, if kept, irrelevant
information items can create clutter. They compete for the
user‟s attention, obscuring important information relevant
to the current task. Indeed it is well known in the field of
cognitive psychology that in visual search the number of
irrelevant distracters increases the time taken for people to
identify a target object [24, 27]. Thus keeping irrelevant
information not only causes guilt about being disorganized
[5] it also increases retrieval time. In addition there is a
“deletion paradox”: while unimportant information items
distract attention and increase retrieval time for the target
item, it takes time and attention to review items to decide
whether to keep or delete them [7]. These are significant
problems. Millions of users organize and retrieve their
personal information several times a day, and these
problems will be exacerbated as personal collections
continue to grow in size.
Personal Information Management (PIM) studies repeatedly
demonstrate that people experience problems in deciding

INTRODUCTION

People experience problems in deciding the value of
personal information and we all spend large amounts of
time making judgments about whether to keep or delete
such information. Personal information items such as files,
emails, bookmarks and contacts vary in their subjective
importance. Some are highly important, while others are of
low subjective importance. Some items of low subjective
importance may be older items that were once highly
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Figure 1: The GrayArea prototype. Demoted files appear at the
bottom of the folder.

what information to keep. Whittaker and Hirschberg [29]
documented how users spent hours trying to rationalise
their paper archives as part of an office move, and in the
end were only able to delete 22% of their overall archives.
In addition a significant percentage of what they deleted
turned out never to have been accessed. Similarly studies of
email processing reveal that users often keep messages of
unclear value, even though this action makes it more
difficult to locate valued messages [4, 28]. The same
behaviors are observed with contact management, where
again users retain information about people they are unsure
they will contact again [30]. This tendency to avoid deletion
is also found in studies of filing: participants avoid
maintenance work, preferring to use additional storage
media [2]; When presenting their file collections during
interviews, participants repeatedly notice unimportant files
[12, 18]; Finally, a study of personal photo archiving reveal
that users find it difficult to delete pictures even when these
pictures are near duplicates of pictures already in their
archive [22].
Some of the reasons for avoiding deletion are rational, after
all the user can always think of a situation when the
information item may be needed [29]. However there are
also psychological reasons why people avoid deletion,
many of which can be attributed to the decision making
process as described in Prospect Theory [21]: (a) People
judge losses and gains relative to a subjective reference
point. There is an inherent asymmetry between the two
decision alternatives. The decision to keep was already
made when a file was first created or accepted. From then
on, "to keep" is the default reference point, while "delete" is
a new possible risky alternative. (b) People prefer
alternatives which avoid a sure loss (even when the chance
of incurring the loss is very small), and keeping avoids loss
of an information item. (c) Small objective probabilities are
subjectively perceived higher, thus the very small
probability that a deleted information item might be needed
seems significant. (d) Losses loom larger than gains, thus
the possible loss of an information item emotionally affects
the decision-maker more than the gains of having fewer
distracters or reduced retrieval time.
As a result, numerous PIM studies indicate that users‟
folders are often cluttered with unimportant information
items [1, 12, 20, 22, 31]. As one of Boardman and Sasse‟s
[12] participants commented: “Stuff goes in but doesn‟t
come back out – it just builds up” (p. 585). This problem, as
well as others (concerning personal information
management) are shared by different users who perceive
them as their own personal fault. However, these problems
can be addressed by interface design [10, 19].
In this paper we present and evaluate GrayArea a novel
experimental folder interface designed to address the
keep/delete dilemma by implementing a third option called
demotion. The initial application area for our prototype was
file management, as users typically consider files to be the
most valued part of their PIM collection [6, 11]. GrayArea

allows users to demote files of low subjective importance
by dragging them to a gray area at the bottom of the folder
(see figure 1). This combines the advantage of deleting
(unimportant files do not compete for attention) with the
advantage of keeping (these files can be retrieved in the
context of their original folder).
We describe a full iterative design cycle for GrayArea (as
suggested by [25] and revised by [17]). We motivate the
design in two ways. First we present the user-subjective
approach which includes the principle of demotion,
allowing users to reduce the visual salience or files of low
subjective importance as an intermediate way between
keeping and deleting [7]. Second we present empirical data
from current system usage that indicate a need for such
demoting interfaces [8]. The present study focuses on the
three next steps in the design cycle: We generated three
possible demoting designs, and collected early user
feedback on these. We then developed a working version of
one design, the GrayArea prototype, and finally, we
evaluated it in a study of 96 participants who were asked to
“clean” two of their folders with, and without, GrayArea.
In the iterative design stage our research questions were:
Do participants want a dedicated demoting interface? And
if so, which of the three designs do participants prefer? In
the evaluation phase we asked: Will the availability of
GrayArea reduce folder clutter? Which is easier - deleting
files or demoting them using GrayArea? And what are
participants‟ attitudes towards GrayArea? In addition, we
gathered feedback for future improvement of GrayArea.
THE USER-SUBJECTIVE APPROACH: DEMOTION

The user-subjective approach is the first design approach
developed specifically for PIM systems [7]. It addresses the
keep/delete dilemma suggesting demotion as part of the
"subjective importance principle” which proposes that the
subjective importance of information should determine its
degree of visual salience and accessibility. Two subprinciples can be derived: The Promotion Principle
proposes that very important information items should be
highly visible and accessible as they are more likely to be
retrieved. The Demotion Principle proposes that
information items of lower importance should be demoted
(i.e. making them less visible) so as not to distract the user.
This differs from previous suggestion that attention directed
properties will change dynamically over time [23].
The approach also suggests that demotion interfaces should
keep information items within their original context. This is
a critical difference between demotion and deletion or
archiving (e.g. email archiving in MS Outlook and Gmail).
In contrast to demotion, archiving and deletion remove the
information item from its original context to an archive
folder or the Recycle Bin (where it will eventually be
removed entirely). Preserving this context is important
because PIM research has repeatedly shown that users
prefer to retrieve information items by navigating to the
location where they stored them [3, 9, 12, 18, 22].

In the past, deletion was the most common strategy not only
as a way to avoid user distraction but mainly to clear
valuable hard disc memory space. Users had to choose
between two main alternatives: keep or delete. However as
memory storage has become larger and cheaper, storage
space is less of a problem and demotion is a viable third
alternative.
The user-subjective approach is deliberately abstract and
the demotion principle does not directly specify the way the
information item will be made less visible. This
abstractness allows for various possible designs (as will be
demonstrated in the iterative design section). We return to
the user-subjective approach in the discussion section.
TESTING CURRENT SYSTEMS: WORKAROUNDS

Current PIM systems promote highly important files
making them more visible and accessible using direct
manipulation or automatic design. For example, they allow
users to manually place files (or a shortcut/alias to them) on
the desktop. Alternatively users can access a list of most
recently used files (from operating systems menus and
specific software menus) on the assumption that recently
accessed files are more likely to be used. However these
systems currently have no dedicated design that allows
users to demote files of low subjective importance.
As part of a larger study [8] we tested how PC users assess
and manage documents of different levels of importance.
Our 84 participants answered a questionnaire regarding
their PIM habits. Results indicated that users exploit
existing system design features to retrieve information
items of high importance. For example on the average they
evaluated that they retrieved 18% of their files using
desktop shortcuts, and 12% using recent documents lists
(Similar results in a larger sample of Mac users were later
obtained in [9]).

early feedback regarding the general principle of demotion
and specific feedback about each design.
In each design, we wanted to ensure that items are not
removed from the folders where they were originally
stored. Retaining the original location means that, the items
can be retrieved in their original context so the user does
not have to remember an additional storage place associated
with them. One simple way to do this is to exploit an
existing OS feature: using chronological order as a default
sorting. Two additional demotion solutions are based on
new design schemes: GrayArea and FadedItems.
Chronological Sorting

Recently accessed information items are generally more
likely to be needed than those which have not been
accessed for a long time. Thus, an item‟s most recent access
date can often indicate its subjective importance. To allow
fast access to important information items, chronological
ordering could replace the alphabetical one as a default
sorting for file folder lists. This allows the user to ignore
unused files appearing at the bottom of the list. Notice,
however, that this solution (sorting by access time) is
different from the current file chronological sorting in MS
Windows - which uses the time a file was changed. More
time-related sorting designs can be found in [14, 15, 16].
FadedItems

In the FadedItems interface, users manually change the
visual character of information items of low subjective
importance making them appear gray rather than black.
This makes them less apparent, while more important
information items become more salient (see Figure 2). The
user can do this by right-clicking on the information item
and choosing the Fade option (or the Unfade option to
reverse the action). The faded information items appear, by
default, at the bottom of the folder‟s list.

More importantly, since participants did not have a
dedicated design to demote files they used various
workaround strategies (most which do not preserve the
file‟s context): 40% transferred files to a general archive
folder, 61% moved them to external memory such as a CD,
32% created a new folder and used the old one as an
archive, and 24% created an archive folder within the
original folder. Altogether, 79% of the participants used one
or more of these alternatives to make their low subjective
importance files less visible.
The use of these workaround strategies to demote files,
confirmed the demotion principle suggested by the usersubjective approach and indicated to us an unfilled user
need for dedicated demoting interfaces. This motivated our
subsequent designs.

Figure 2: FadedItems design scheme.

ITERATIVE DESIGN: THREE PAPER PROTOTYPES

GrayArea

We next designed three demoting interfaces, and conducted
an evaluation using low fidelity paper prototypes to obtain

GrayArea is a folder feature that allows users to drag (or
move) information items of low importance to a designated
location at the bottom of a folder (see Figure 3).
Information items in that area are demoted to the area‟s

gray background, and are presented in a small space (if
information items exceed the allotted gray area, a scroll bar
is used). The demoting action can be reversed by dragging
(or moving) information items from the gray area back to
the standard folder space.

Research Questions

1. Do participants want a dedicated demoting interface?
2. Which of the three designs do participants prefer and
why?
Method

Figure 3: GrayArea design scheme.

There are three important differences between these design
schemes:
Direct manipulation vs. automation: GrayArea and
FadedItems use direct manipulation [26], users themselves
specify items to be of low importance. In contrast, in
Chronological Sorting the OS automatically assigns long
untouched information items to the bottom of the list.
Notice that importance (as a criterion for demotion) is
differently defined in the two kinds of designs: In direct
manipulation, importance is defined subjectively by the
user. In the automatic process, importance is defined by
access time.
Designated vs. undesignated location: In GrayArea,
information items of low subjective importance are kept in
a separate designated location (the gray area at the bottom
of the folder). In the FadedItems design they are kept in
their original location along with all other items (though
they can be differentiated by their fading color). In
Chronological Sorting, items of low subjective importance
appear at the end of the items list, but with no physical
differentiation between the two classes (important and
unimportant files).
Continuous vs. categorical demoting: In Chronological
Sorting, the importance of the items is a continuous variable
- the lower on the list the less important. In our two new
proposed design schemes, information items are either
unimportant (dragged to a gray area or faded to gray) or
important. Unlike continuous demoting, categorical
demoting is reversible and users can easily un-demote files.
Having designed these demoting schemes, our aims in the
low fidelity evaluation were to obtain general feedback
about the demotion principle, choose which of the three
demoting designs was the best to develop and formally
evaluate, and finally to obtain detailed feedback about that
specific design to improve its implementation.

Participants were 79 personal computer users studying in
Israeli Universities, aged 19-47. Of these participants, 55
were females, 21 males, and 3 did not disclose their gender.
All participants completed a paper and pencil questionnaire
which included Likert-type (1 - not at all, 2 - to a small
extent, 3 - to some extent, 4 - to a large extent, 5 - to a very
large extent) and open ended questions.1 The questionnaire
began with an explanation of what was meant by “files of
low importance”. Then each of the design schemes was
concretely presented (the low fidelity paper prototype along
with a detailed explanation of the interface and its
operation), followed by questions regarding it. Order of
presentation was counter-balanced between participants.
Finally participants were asked to choose between four
options: their current folder design (which offers no
dedicated way to demote files) and the three proposed
demoting design schemes.
Results

The main quantitative results relevant to our two research
questions are presented in Table 1.
Design Scheme

Preference
N (%)

Like to Use
Mean (SD)

Chronological Sorting

20 (28.6%)

3.24 (1.29)

GrayArea

18 (25.7%)

2.97 (1.26)

FadedItems

21 (30.0%)

3.18 (1.2)

Current design

11 (15.7%)

-

Table 1: Participants’ preferred design (comparing three
demoting designs to their current one), and the extent they
would like to use each of the three demoting designs (on a 1-5
Likert scale).
Do Participants Want a Designated Demoting Interface?

The left column of Table 1 shows that when asked to
choose between the four design schemes (their current
system and the three new designs) only 11 out of the 70
participants who answered this question (16%) chose their
current one, while the other 59 participants (84%) preferred
one of the three new designs. When asked to evaluate their
chosen interface their answer on a 1-5 Likert scale was 4.22
on average (SD = 0.64).
We next analyzed the reasons participants gave for
choosing one of the proposed designs. Their answers can be

1

To receive the questionnaire, please contact the first
author.

assigned to the following categories: Reduction of visual
overload (“these files [of low importance] don‟t distract me
[any more]”), and tidiness (“creates some order from a
mess”); Helps retrieve important files more easily (“highly
important files stick out”) and efficiency (“helps find [files]
fast”); Accessibility of files of low importance (“it puts
important things in the foreground, but keeps the less
relevant things on the surface”); and Presents an alternative
to deletion (regarding GrayArea: “You can drag it to a
different area instead of deleting it”). The 11 participants
who preferred their current interface to the novel ones
explained their choice by providing conservative reasons
(“I‟ve got along well with the way I worked up until now”).
Which of the Three Designs do Participants Prefer?

When asked to what extent they would like to use each of
the three new interfaces, average results ranged from 2.97
to 3.24 on a 1-5 Likert scale (right side of Table 1).
However, there was no preference for a specific design: a
within-subject analysis of variance with repeated measures
was not significant (F(2, 150)=1.17, p>0.05). When
participants were asked to choose their preferred design,
their preferences were very similar: each of the new designs
was chosen by 25%-30% of the participants (see Table 1,
left column). Thus the results don‟t show differences in
relative preference between the three design schemes.
We then analysed participants‟ spontaneous comments
regarding the main differences between the proposed
designs. We found 12 comments in support of direct
manipulation and 16 in favor of automatic methods. The
results were clearer regarding the question of file location:
26 spontaneous
comments
supported
presenting
unimportant items separately from other files, while 15
preferred to see both unimportant and important files
together at the same location. There were no spontaneous
comments regarding the continuous vs. categorical
demoting distinction.
Choosing a Prototype

Our results support the notion of a dedicated interface for
demoting files of low subjective importance, as 84% of
participants preferred one of the three new design schemes
to their current design. They strongly wanted to have such
an interface implemented, and most of them referred to at
least one aspect of demoting when describing the benefits
of their chosen new design. However they did not indicate a
preference for one specific design scheme. To make an
informed decision regarding the choice of an interface for
development and evaluation of a full prototype we needed
further investigation of each.
Chronological Sorting: As part of a larger unpublished
study, we videoed 233 participants navigating to target files
using their PCs (N = 190), Macs (N = 38) and Linux (N = 5)
systems. We analyzed the last step of the navigation (after
they had found the folder that contained the target file). We
were surprised to find that only 3 of these participants (1%)

ever used chronological sorting. These results make
Chronological Sorting look less promising: why change the
default to an option users hardly ever use?
FadedItems: We implemented FadedItems using Windows
XP faded presentation (an option which is not used by
default). This is currently used for hidden system files as
well as user documents which programs backup
automatically (i.e. for unexpected terminations). We
quickly created a working prototype, changing this option
to show faded files, programming the right click interaction
and adjusting the sorting so that the faded items appeared at
the bottom of the file list. However as soon as we
developed this prototype we realized that it did not scale
well. Folders soon became overcrowded with hidden files adding to distractibility instead of lowering it. In addition
participants declared a preference for having a designated
location for demotion to keep them in a place where “the
mess stays”.
GrayArea: GrayArea seemed to have four advantages over
the two other demoting interfaces: (a) Participants‟
spontaneous comments showed a clear preference for
presenting unimportant items in a designated location
separately from other files. (b) Unlike Chronological
Sorting it does not require any changes in sorting that may
potentially reduce usability. (c) Its interaction (drag and
drop) is simple and straightforward. (d) Categorical
demotion (files are either important or unimportant) enables
the application of additional features: reversibility,
compression, and search extensions (which we describe
further in the discussion section). (e) It is distinctively a
novel interface. These led us to choose GrayArea for
subsequent formal evaluation.
Using Feedback to Improve GrayArea

We also analyzed user comments to incorporate their
feedback into the final GrayArea design. One participant
was concerned that when the number of files becomes
large, important files will not be shown while demoted ones
in the GrayArea will. Other participants pointed out that
there are times when they prefer not to see files within the
GrayArea. As a result, we changed the GrayArea prototype
design from having a fixed height that included a line of
files (see Figure 3) to having variable height: users can drag
the upper border of GrayArea and adjust its height (see
Figure 1).
DEVELOPMENT: WORKING JAVA PROTOTYPE

In developing GrayArea we decided not to attempt to
extend Windows Explorer. This would have been a
substantial undertaking and since Explorer is proprietary
software it would be difficult to effectively integrate
GrayArea with the conventional Explorer view. Extending
Explorer would also present a further problem for users the file collection is typically users' most valuable PIM
collection [6, 11] and we did not want participants to take

any risks (real or hypothetical) by allowing us to make any
changes to their filestore.
We therefore took a different approach and developed a
working prototype as a Java application which simulated
and extended the typical filesystem Explorer interface. The
interface was essentially a view on the users‟ filestore
where any interface actions that would normally have
resulted in a permanent change to the filestore (e.g. deleting
a file) only affected how the view was rendered. Thus we
were able to design and test a working prototype without
manipulating the underlying files. The properties of the
view could either be deleted when the application was
closed, or stored permanently, so that view changes were
preserved when our application was rerun.
We implemented functionality that allowed users to
navigate in their filestore (by selecting folders, using the
familiar Forward, Back and Up buttons, or by selecting disk
drives from a drop down menu). We also allowed users to
sort files by name, date or size. Users could also open files
by double clicking on them to scrutinize them to evaluate
their importance. Drag & Drop and Cut & Paste
functionalities were used to handle the movement of files to
and from the GrayArea – but again this was a property of
the view rather than a change to the filestore. As a result of
early user feedback, demotion of a file to GrayArea could
be reversed using the control-z shortcut.
We compared the GrayArea prototype with a control UI
that directly emulated standard Explorer behavior
(navigation, movement, opening and deletion of files). For
the above reasons (user concern about deletion of their
collections) we again didn‟t want to use their real Explorer
interface. The GrayArea prototype and the control UI were
identical in all respects, with the exception of being able to
demote files to the GrayArea.
EVALUATION: CLEANUP WITH & WITHOUT GRAYAREA

The main goal of GrayArea is to support users in managing
their information by demoting unimportant information
items, allowing them to focus on more important
information. We wanted to gather subjective feedback
about the interface as well as behavioral data about how
people used it in the context of a realistic user task. We
therefore evaluated our prototype by asking users to carry
out a common PIM maintenance activity [12, 31], i.e. to
“cleanup” two of their folders in two conditions. They did
this once with GrayArea and once without it with no time
constrains. We wanted to know whether providing
GrayArea would lead them to remove more unimportant
files from a given folder during cleanup than with the
standard OS setup. We logged participants‟ cleanup
behaviors in detail. We also asked them to complete a short
questionnaire to determine which of the two „cleaning‟
options (demote/delete) was easier to decide on, to obtain
feedback about participants‟ attitudes towards GrayArea, as
well as suggestions for future development and evaluation.

Research Questions

1. Will the availability of GrayArea reduce folder clutter?
2. Which is easier - deleting files or demoting them using
GrayArea?
3. What are participants‟ attitudes towards GrayArea?
Method

Participants were 96 Windows XP users, mostly from the
U.K., U.S.A. and Israel. Their age ranged from 19 to 62
years (M = 35.6, SD = 10.66). 55 were males. We contacted
participants by sending emails to large groups of people
(e.g. workers and students in our universities) asking them
to volunteer for the experiment. Participants were asked to
download a Java application. After opening the application
screen instructions provided an explanation of the
experiment, followed by step-by-step instructions related to
a simulation of their folders which appeared under the
instructions window (See Figure 4).

Figure 4: Instructions window (top) and folder window
(bottom).

We used a within-subjects design. Participants were asked
to navigate to two folders and perform the cleanup task in
the two conditions. In the GrayArea condition they could
choose between keeping/deleting/demoting. In the standard
condition (as in current systems) there was no GrayArea so their choice was between keeping and deleting. The
standard condition served as a control to GrayArea. Order
of conditions was counter balanced between participants.
Each condition started with a training phase to make sure
that participants were familiar with various actions they
needed to perform for the cleaning tasks. These include
standard actions (navigating to a folder, opening files,
resizing folder windows, and deleting files). These actions
were performed in an identical or similar way to Windows
Explorer; however, before starting the cleaning tasks we
wanted to make sure that the participants realized that they
could perform all these actions in our simulated
environment. In the GrayArea condition, the training
session also included specific training relating to GrayArea:
demoting a file to the GrayArea, restoring it to its original
place, and changing GrayArea size. All participants had to
successfully complete these training phases before

proceeding to the experimental phases, in each condition.
We also demonstrated to participants that their cleaning
actions (deletion and demotion) induced changes only in the
experimental software and had no effect on the real files in
their computers.
In the GrayArea condition of the experiment proper,
participants were given the following instructions: “Please
go over each of the files in the folder and choose one of the
following three options: (a) If it is important to you, leave it
exactly as it is (do nothing); (b) If it is of no importance to
you, and you are sure you won't need it anymore, delete it;
(c) If it is of low importance, but you think you may possibly
want to use it in the future, put it in GrayArea.” In the
standard condition, instructions were identical with the
omission of the demotion option. After participants
completed both cleaning tasks a log file that recorded their
actions was automatically sent to us. Unfortunately, for 18
of the 96 participants these log emails were blocked by the
participants‟ anti-virus software and did not reach us,
leaving us with 78 logs. Participants then completed a Web
questionnaire containing 1-5 Likert type questions (1 strongly disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 - neither agree nor
disagree, 4 – agree, 5 – strongly agree), other multiple
choice questions and open ones.
Results
Preliminary Tests

Figure 5: Average percentages of keeping and cleaning actions
in the standard condition (left) and in the GrayArea condition
(right).

We wanted to know whether GrayArea led participants to
reduce folder clutter by „cleaning‟ a higher percentage of
files than in the standard condition. We conducted a paired
t-test comparing the percentage of cleaned files in the
GrayArea condition (%demoted + %deleted) with the
percentage in the standard condition (%deleted). The
average percentage of cleaned files in the GrayArea
condition (33%) was higher than in the standard condition
(20%), t(77)=3.94, p<0.001. The 13% difference between
conditions means that there was less folder clutter after
cleaning with GrayArea than in the standard condition: In
the standard condition on average 80% of files were kept
(38 files) whereas in the GrayArea condition only 67% of
files were kept (27 files).

We conducted three preliminary tests to validate the log
data and exclude alternative explanations of our findings.

Action

Folder Size: The number of files in the chosen folder was
not significantly different between the standard and
GrayArea conditions, so results we report are not due to
users choosing different size of folders in the two
conditions (t(77)=0.88, p>0.05).

Condition
Standard
no.

Folders Age: We logged the recently changed date for each
file in the cleaned folders, and defined folder age as the #
days that passed since this recently changed date averaged
over all files in the folder. A paired t-test shows that on
average folder age in the GrayArea condition (M = 552, SD
= 578) was not significantly different from the standard
condition (M = 498, SD = 552), t(77)=0.79, p>0.05. Thus,
any difference in participants' behavior under the two
conditions can't be explained by a difference in folder age.
Order of Conditions: Order of condition had no significant
effect on results, allowing us to combine log results from
counterbalanced groups.
Will the Availability of GrayArea Reduce Folder Clutter?

The number of files kept, deleted and demoted was
calculated for each participant as well as the corresponding
percentages. These percentages were then averaged across
participants for each condition. Participants‟ logged actions
in the two cleaning tasks appear in Figure 5 and Table 2.

Kept

Deleted

Demoted

Total

Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

Mean
(SD)

38.08
(77.84)

3.2
(3.91)

-

41.28
(77.18)

%

80%
(22%)

20%
(22%)

GrayArea
no.

27.33
(47.1)

1.73
(2.37)

4.13
(4.64)

33.19
(46.98)

%

67%
(28%)

10%
(12%)

23%
(25%)

100%

100%

Table 2: Participants’ Logged Actions: average number and
average percentages of files kept, deleted and demoted under
the two conditions.

Subjective judgments mirror these results as reflected by
participants‟ answers to the questionnaire: When asked
about the extent to which they agreed/disagreed with the
sentence “GrayArea can help reduce the clutter in folders”
their average answer on a 1-5 Likert scale was 3.74 (SD =
0.92). To conclude, participants cleaned more files in the
GrayArea condition leaving less actual and perceived
clutter than in the standard condition.
Notice too, that the average deletion percentage dropped
from 20% in the standard condition to 10% in the GrayArea
one. Thus, we can view the 23% of demoted files in the
GrayArea condition as comprising of 10% of files that in

the existing keep/delete interface would probably have been
deleted (although it seems participants prefer not to delete
them), along with 13% of files that would have been kept
(although participants prefer not to keep them).
Which is Easier - Deleting Flies or Demoting Them Using
GrayArea?

A strong behavioral indication that demotion is easier than
deletion is that when given the two options (in the
GrayArea condition) participants chose to demote more
files (23%) than delete files (10%), t(77)=4.6, p<0.001.
Participants' answers to the questionnaire reflect their
behavior: In the questionnaire we asked “which is easier?”
letting participants choose between: “to demote a file using
GrayArea”, “no difference” and “to decide on deleting
files”. Of our 96 participants 77 (81%) selected “to demote
a file using GrayArea”, 15 (16%) selected “no difference”.
Only 3 participants (3%) selected the „to decide on deleting
files‟ option, and one participant did not answer. The vast
majority of participants thus found it easier to decide on
demoting files than on deleting them.
The demotion decision may have been perceived as easier
because it is less „final‟; with demotion users can always
find the file in the context of the folder where it was stored
and reverse the demotion.
What are Participants’ Attitudes towards GrayArea?

Participants were asked to what extent they agree/disagree
with the sentences: “GrayArea complicates the interface”
and “I would like GrayArea to be implemented in my file
folders”. Their average answers on a 1-5 Likert scale were
2.57 (SD = 0.97) and 3.61 (SD = 0.94) respectively. We
also gathered more open-ended feedback using the
following question: “What do you like/dislike about
GrayArea?” Of the 64 participants who answered this
question 54 (83%) responded with positive and often
enthusiastic feedback (“OH MY GOD this is genius. I
totally want to be able to say „Store this, but don't bug me
with it unless I am specifically hunting data.‟ That is
exactly what GrayArea does. Please release it soon so that
I can use it to clarify my life!”). One (2%) gave an answer
containing both positive and negative feedback. Just 9
participants (14%) gave negative feedback (e.g. “I think this
is only useful for people with a certain mentality, i.e.
disorganized squirrels”).
To measure participants‟ inclination to use GrayArea if it
were available in future we asked them to rate the following
statement on the 5 point Likert scale: “If GrayArea was part
of my future Windows file folders interface I would use it”.
Participants‟ average answer was 3.82 (SD = 0.9), and the
distribution of results show that 12% of the participants
responded negatively (under 3), 13% were undecided (3),
and 65% of the participants answers were positive (over 3).
This suggests that most participants would be inclined to
use GrayArea if provided in their operating system.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of our studies give strong and consistent
evidence for users‟ desire to use demoting interfaces and
GrayArea in particular. With current systems (Windows
and Mac) 79% of our 84 participants already worked
around the lack of designated demoting interfaces using
various alternative demoting user strategies [8]. When
presented with three low fidelity paper prototypes at the
iterative design stage, 84% of our 70 participants preferred
using one of the demoting interfaces to their current
interface. In the evaluation stage, our 96 participants
cleaned up a higher percentage of their files in the
GrayArea condition (33%), than in the standard condition
(20%) - reducing the clutter in their folder by 13%. Eightyone percent of participants indicated that it was easier for
them to demote files than to delete them. Finally the
majority of participants expressed positive attitudes towards
GrayArea and indicated that they would use it if provided
by their operating system. These results suggest that current
delete/keep options are too rigid for current users, who
value the greater flexibility that demotion provides.
Design Implications

User comments about the prototype also suggested various
ways in which we could extend and improve demotion UIs.
Folder Demotion: Several participants complained that they
could not demote entire folders to GrayArea. Actually the
GrayArea prototype does allow folder demotion, however,
this ability was disabled in the experiment to keep it as
simple as possible. Folder demotion will be tested in future
research.
Automatic Demotion of Old Versions: Old versions of
documents are a particular class of files of low importance.
Users typically don‟t want to delete old versions of their
files in case they ever need them [31]. As a result they find
it hard to distinguish between newer and older versions of a
file. Old‟nGray [8] solves this problem by automatically
„fading to gray‟ old versions of documents when a new
version is stored on the computer. The OS could do this by
adding a hidden identifier to each file, enabling it to
recognize versions of the same file stored under different
names. In this way, users could distinguish the latest
version from older ones, allowing them to easily retrieve
the new version as well as demote older ones further away
into GrayArea (See Figure 6).

Figure 6: Automatic demotion of old versions.

Compression: Files placed in GrayArea could be
automatically compressed as they are unlikely to be needed.
Dragging them back to their original location in the folder
uncompresses these files.
Demoted Search Results: When performing search,
demoted files (from either GrayArea or Old‟nGray) could
appear faded in the results list, as they are less likely to be
retrieved (see Figure 7). We predict that this would
decrease irrelevant distraction and reduce retrieval time.

attribute. The user-subjective design approach presents
many subjective attributes, design principles, and usersubjective design schemes to be explored [8]. The positive
results regarding GrayArea obtained here provide evidence
in favor of the user-subjective approach as a whole and
should encourage the evaluation of further novel designs
related to other user-subjective principles.
CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper support the design
principle of allowing to demote files of low importance.
GrayArea, a design we implemented to explore an interface
for file demotion, was positively evaluated by participants.
We deliberately did not attempt to write any patents on
GrayArea as we want users of all operating systems to
benefit from it. It is our hope that the next generation of
Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems contain
GrayArea or similar demoting features, addressing a crucial
but commonly overlooked aspect of everyday computer
use.
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